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Abstract: To achieve carbon peaking and carbon neutrality in China, photovoltaic (PV) power
generation has become increasingly important for promoting a low-carbon transition. The central
and western desert areas of China have been identified as major areas for the construction of large PV
bases. Remote sensing technology has been used to map the spatial distribution and development
status of PV power stations quickly and accurately in ecologically fragile areas, as well as assess
the ecological and environmental impact of their construction. However, current remote sensing
monitoring of PV power stations focuses mainly on mapping and time series analysis to measure
their development process and assess the environmental conditions on a large scale over a long
period of time. Therefore, we constructed a random forest model based on image spectral and texture
features and mapped 2022 PV power stations in the junction area of Hobq Desert, Ulan Buh Desert,
Tengger Desert, and Mu Us Sands in China. Following that, we identified the construction time of
the PV power stations by identifying the turning points of the normalized construction land index
(NDBI) time series from 1990–2022 using the LandTrendr method. To assess the ecological impact
of PV power stations, we used the NDVI to measure the change in vegetation condition before and
after the construction of PV power stations and constructed NDVI changes for PV power stations
constructed in different years. The results showed that this mapping method achieved an overall
classification accuracy of 96.65% and a Kappa coefficient of 0.92. The root mean square error (RMSE)
for construction year identification was less than 0.5, and the number of new PV power stations
increased significantly after 2010, reaching a total area of 14.52 km2 by 2016, which is consistent
with the trend driven by national and regional development plans. Furthermore, the study found
that the vegetation cover level could be restored to the average level before construction within 5–6
years and continued to increase after that. These findings may help government policymakers and
practitioners make decisions on PV power station planning and ecological environment protection,
thus contributing promptly to the achievement of China’s dual carbon goals.

Keywords: photovoltaic power stations; random forest; time series analysis; ecological and
environmental effects; Landsat

1. Introduction

With the ongoing energy crisis and the increasing threat of global warming, many
countries are shifting towards clean energy sources to combat the issue [1,2]. Recently,
China officially proposed that CO2 emissions strive to peak in 2030 and achieve carbon
neutrality by 2060. Since solar energy has naturally high availability and relatively low
negative impacts on the environment [3,4], PV power generation has become an important
way for China to promote energy transformation, protect the ecological environment,
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mitigate climate change, and achieve the goals of carbon peaking and carbon neutrality [5,6].
China’s PV power station construction has ranked first in the world for many years. The
new and cumulatively installed PV capacity of China will account for more than one-third
of the total installed global wind power PV capacity by 2022 [7]. Desert areas rich in solar
energy resources, especially Hobq Desert, Ulan Buh Desert, Tengger Desert, and Mu Us
Sands [8], are preferred to locate PV construction bases, accounting for more than 60% of
the total installed capacity of China. However, these areas also happen to be ecologically
fragile. For such areas, understanding the ecological impact of the rapid and massive
construction of PV power stations is very important for optimizing the layout of PV power
stations and protecting the regional ecology.

Remote sensing technology has the advantages of timely and efficient large-scale
synchronous monitoring [9], and efforts have been made to map PV power stations pre-
dominantly through visual interpretation, machine learning, and deep learning over the
last few years [10–14]. Visual interpretation is an accurate and easy-to-implement approach
for identifying densely located PV power stations. However, it is time-consuming and
laborious for large-scale mapping. Deep learning methods are suitable for large-scale
and automatic mapping. Their data acquisition and computation are expensive. Random
forest (RF) can be used to process high-dimensional data quickly and accurately for large
regions. It has been used in PV power station identification based on Landsat series data
in recent years [15–17]. However, these studies scarcely focus on the combination of de-
velopment processes and environmental effects. Therefore, this study aimed to provide
a method to quickly identify and monitor the time series changes of PV power stations
and to clarify the positive effect of PV power station construction on vegetation restoration
and the corresponding time by normalizing vegetation index changes under different
construction years.

The Landsat series of satellites has been serving global feature monitoring for about
50 years and thus has great potential for monitoring the temporal changes of PV power
stations in large-scale areas. Furthermore, remote sensing cloud computing platforms such
as Google Earth Engine (GEE) [18] greatly facilitate the analysis of massive amounts of
data on large spatial scales over long periods of time. The most widely used methods of
remote sensing image time series analysis include Breaks for Additive Seasonal and Trend
(BFAST) [19,20], Detecting Breakpoints and Estimating Segments in Trend (DBEST) [21,22],
Discrete wavelet transform-based trends and turning points detection (DWT-TTD) [23],
and Landsat-based detection of Trends in Disturbance and Recovery (LandTrendr) [24,25].
The LandTrendr algorithm has been integrated into GEE, which is a model mainly for
Landsat interannual time series to carry out time series evolution trajectory modeling and
achieve turning points and feature parameter mining. It has advantages in extensive land
time series monitoring.

In this study, based on the GEE platform, we used Landsat time-series images from
1990–2022 to grasp the spatial distribution and development trajectory of PV power stations
in the desert region and their impact on the ecological environment. We aim to (1) construct
a random forest model based on Landsat images in 2022 that combines the spectral and
texture features of the images to rapidly and accurately identify the PV power stations.
(2) Based on the normalized construction land index (NDBI), an interannual time series
analysis of PV power station target areas was carried out using the LandTrendr algorithm
to quantify the construction years and spatial and temporal trajectories of PV power station
development in the study area from 1990 to 2022. (3) The normalized vegetation index
(NDVI) was used as an ecological indicator variable to assess the impact of different
construction years on the ecological environment.

2. Study Area

Our study focuses on the junction area of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region and
Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region along the banks of the Yellow River. The area is a typical
ecologically fragile zone of desert oasis junction and an important area of high-quality
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development in the Yellow River Basin (Figure 1). It consists of Hobq Desert, Ulan Buh
Desert, Tengger Desert, and Mu Us Sands. The annual sunshine hours are more than 3300 h,
and the intensity of solar radiation reached a total annual radiation of about 6400 MJ/m2,
which is an internationally recognized first-level area for solar radiation distribution.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area. The left map represents the location of the study area in China,
in the border area of Ningxia and Inner Mongolia in western China. The right map is a remote photo
of the study area (from Google Earth), which is surrounded by several large deserts, including Hobq
Desert, Ulan Buh Desert, Tengger Desert, and Mu Us Sands.

3. Materials and Methods

The long-time-series remote sensing image data derived and processed using the GEE
platform is the basic data of our study. Our research included three main parts, as shown
in Figure 2. Firstly, we used the random forest method to extract PV power stations based
on the spectral band, NDBI, and texture features of NDBI, which were calculated within
sliding windows pixel by pixel. Secondly, we applied the LandTrendr algorithm to identify
the turning point of the NDBI time series of PV power stations as their construction years.
Thirdly, we measured the NDVI temporal change before and after the construction of PV
power stations to analyze their impact on vegetation conditions.
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Figure 2. The flowchart of this method.

3.1. Landsat Imagery and Preprocessing

We utilized NASA’s Surface Reflectance (SR) products from the Landsat satellite
mission and processed the data using the GEE platform. To provide a long-term analysis of
more than 30 years, we derived all available Landsat-5 TM, Landsat-7 ETM+, and Landsat-
8 OLI images in the study area. A total of 10,030 images were obtained from the GEE
platform, as shown in Table 1. We conducted data preprocessing to remove clouds using
the Fmask band of Landsat SR data and to remove striping on Landsat 7 images(Figure 3).
Additionally, a Multi-Dimensional Median method was employed for image synthesis to
create a time-series image dataset.

Table 1. Description of parameters for different satellite sensors.

Satellite
Sensor

Spatial
Resolution (m)

Revisit
Period (Day)

Available Date
Range (Year)

Number of
Images

Landsat-5 30 16 1990–2011 6271
Landsat-7 30 16 2012–2013 568
Landsat-8 30 16 2014–2022 3191

3.2. PV Power Station Extraction

Solar panels have special spectral properties that can be exploited to extract PV power
stations from optical satellite images. Solar panels are designed to absorb visible and
near-infrared light to generate electricity while reflecting most of the short-wave infrared
light to prevent the panels from overheating. Therefore, solar panels have low reflectivity
in the visible and near-infrared bands and high reflectivity in the short-wave infrared band.
At the same time, solar panels in PV plants are regularly distributed and thus have special
textures. Therefore, we extracted PV power stations by integrating spectral features and
texture features using a random forest model.
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3.2.1. Spectral Feature Selection

Seven visible bands of Landsat 8 OLI were selected as part of the spectral features.
Considering the spectral characteristics of PV power stations in the short-wave infrared
and near-infrared bands, we used the normalized difference built-up index (NDBI) [26] to
extract PV power stations. Its expression is as follows:

NDBI = (SWIR1 − NIR)/(SWIR1 + NIR), (1)

where SWIR1 and NIR represent the shortwave infrared band and the near-infrared band
of Landsat TM/ETM+/OLI imagery, respectively.

3.2.2. Texture Feature Analysis

A gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) was used to describe PV texture fea-
tures [27,28]. It represents the orientation, adjacent interval, and change magnitude of the
target object on the image. It has been widely used in texture analysis, feature classification,
and image quality evaluation [28–30]. Considering the complex shape and spectral features
of PV power stations, to improve computing efficiency and reduce redundant information,
we computed the texture variables from GLCM based on the NDBI. Five GLCM statistical
parameters were used in the classification, which included Angular Second Moment (ASM),
Correlation (CORR), Entropy (ENT), Sum Average (SAVG), and Cluster Shade (SHADE).
ASM reflects the uniformity of the image gray level distribution; CORR reflects the linear
dependence of the gray level of adjacent pixels; ENT indicates the degree of disorder
between pixels in the image; SAVG indicates the average of the gray level and distribution
of the image; and SHADE measures the skewness of the matrix and measures the concept
of uniformity.

3.2.3. Random Forest Model

We applied a pixel-based random forest method on the GEE platform to identify the
PV power stations. As a robust machine learning algorithm, the random forest method
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does not need to make assumptions about the distribution of the data, and it can be used to
avoid overfitting [31,32]. It has fast operation speeds and high accuracy in classification
results [31–33]. It achieves better results in remote sensing image information extraction
and change detection.

Based on field surveys and high-resolution Google Earth images, we selected a total of
390,833 uniformly distributed and representative samples. It included 16,667 PV power
station samples and 374,167 non-PV samples (other land use types including deserts,
farmland, and water bodies). We used 70% of the samples as training samples and the
remaining 30% as validation samples.

To train the RF classifier, a total of 13 features were selected (Figure 4), including
normalization indicators (NDBI), five texture feature bands, and seven original bands. To
examine the classification accuracy, we selected test samples independently using Google
Earth. We derived a total of 2000 points for PV power stations and 3500 points for non-PV,
and finally calculated the accuracy evaluations using the confusion matrix.
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3.3. Time Series Turning Point Detection Based on Landtrendr

LandTrendr is a set of spectral temporal segmentation algorithms that can be used for
change detection for time series of medium-resolution satellite images (mainly Landsat) as
well as for generating trajectory-based spectral time series data free of interannual signal
noise [24,34]. To determine the construction years of PV power stations, we identified the
turning points of the NDBI time series of PV land area from 1990–2022 using LandTrendr.
In the LandTrendr calculation, the model input parameters were set as in Table 2.

Table 2. Values for control parameters used in test runs of the LandTrendr algorithms.

LandTrendr Parameter Type Set Values

Max Segments Integer 6
Spike Threshold Float 0.9

Vertex Count Overshoot Integer 3
Prevent One Year Recovery Boolean true

Recovery Threshold Float 0.25
Pval Threshold Float 0.05

Best Model Proportion Float 0.75
Min. Observations Needed Integer 6

Based on the time series turning points, we determined the dominant turning points
according to the characteristics of the time evolution of NDBI. To ensure the validity of the
turning point, we set two criteria based on multiple experiments: the change magnitude
should be larger than 0.05, while the duration (period from start to end) should be shorter
than 4 years (Figure 5).
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To verify the accuracy of PV power station construction year identification, 100 points
were randomly selected in the PV area. We then determined the emergence time of PV
power stations at the points according to Google Earth historical images and used them
as the measured construction year. Based on the paired reference and estimated change
year within the points, we adopt four accuracy metrics, including mean error (ME), mean
absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and R2, to assess the accuracy.

ME =
∑n

i=1(pi − ri)

n
(2)

MAE =
∑n

i=1|pi − ri|
n

(3)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i=1(pi − ri)
2

n
(4)

R2 = 1− ∑n
i=1(pi − ri)

2

∑n
i=1(pi − r)2 (5)

where pi and ri are estimated and reference change years at i points, n is the sample size,
and r is the mean of the reference change years of all points.

3.4. Assessment of the Ecological Impact of PV Power Station Construction

We hypothesize that there has been continuous variability in the ecological status
since the PV power stations were constructed. Therefore, we compared the normalized
difference vegetation index (NDVI) changes of PV power stations constructed in different
years [8]. First, we calculated the mean NDVI from 1990 to the construction year as the
average vegetation condition before the construction. Secondly, we calculated the NDVI
value in 2022 as the current vegetation condition. Finally, we calculated the difference
between the precedent mean NDVI and the current NDVI to assess the ecological impact of
PV power stations.

NDVIchange = NDVI2022 − NDVIpre (6)

where NDVIchange is the NDVI change, NDVI2022 is the mean NDVI in 2022, NDVIpre is the
mean NDVI from 1990 to the construction year, which is the pre-construction average NDVI.

4. Results
4.1. Mapping of PV Power Stations
4.1.1. Accuracy Assessment and Verification

We identified the PV power stations by combining spectral and texture information
using a random forest model. The results of 30% of validation samples showed an overall
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accuracy higher than 99%. The results of the validation sample accuracy evaluation show
that (Table 3), the overall accuracy of the classification is 96.65% and the Kappa coefficient
is 0.92. Among all 2000 validation sample points of PV power stations, 167 sample points
were misclassified as other sites; among all 3500 validation sample points of non-PV power
stations, 17 other sites were misclassified as PV sites. As shown in Figure 6, the boundaries
of the extracted target area are generally good. Overall, the accuracy assessments demon-
strated that the classification results could meet the criteria for spatial analysis, and the
impact of classification errors on the analysis results in this study is relatively small.

Table 3. Validation of the accuracy of the classification result.

Ground Truth (Pixels) Producer
Accuracy

User
AccuracyPV Power Stations Others

PV power
stations 1833 17 0.9165 0.9908

Others 167 3483 0.9951 0.9542
Overall

accuracy 0.9665

Kappa 0.9264
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4.1.2. Distribution of PV Power Stations

Regarding the construction area, the total area of PV power stations reached 115.61 km2

(Figure 7A,B). Ningxia has the largest area of PV power stations. They are mostly located
in the Mu Us Sands and Tengger Desert, involving the administrative districts of Lingwu
City, Yanchi County, and Zhongwei City. In terms of the type of land where PV power
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stations were constructed, the land types are mainly sand and bare land. The extraction
application demonstration of PV power stations in this region provides data support for
the spatial monitoring and management of PV power stations and provides a reference for
future planning and design and rational utilization of resources.
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4.2. Construction and Identification of PV Power Stations

We successfully employed the LandTrendr algorithm to detect the turning point of the
NDBI time series for identifying the construction year of the PV power station (Figure 8).
By selecting 100 sample points and conducting turning point time verification on Google
Earth, the study collected 69 sets of valid data for accuracy verification (Figure 9A,B). The
results revealed that the method achieved high accuracy, with MAE and ME of PV power
station age both less than 0.1 and RMSE less than 0.5 (Figure 9C). While there were some
age prediction errors of individual image pixels that were greater than 4 years, the overall
age prediction difference was within 3 years, indicating that the method can extract the age
of PV power stations relatively accurately.

Based on the LandTrendr algorithm, the 30-year PV power station dynamics from
1990–2022 were monitored, and the PV power station construction years from 1990–2022
were identified (Figure 10B). The trend of PV power station construction is growing, with
an average annual change of 3.65 km2 in the total area of PV power station construction
from 1990 to 2022. The annual construction area of PV power stations was very low before
2010 (<2 km2), and the stations were mainly built in the central part of the study area
(Figure 10A,B). However, an obvious spike in newly built PV power stations appeared after
2010. The annual construction area reached a peak of 14.52 km2 in 2016, accounting for
47.19% of the total construction area from 2010 to 2016. The PV power stations constructed
during this period were distributed from the central region to all regions. After 2016, the
number of PV power stations constructed per year fluctuated and decreased but remained
at a high level. The PV power stations constructed after 2016 were mainly located in the
southern and northern regions of the study area (Figure 10A,B).
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4.3. Vegetation Condition Change in PV Power Stations Constructed in Different Years

We used NDVI as an ecological indicator to assess the vegetation condition of PV
power stations before and after they were constructed and compared the NDVI changes
of PV power stations constructed in different years. The results (Figure 11A) showed a
negative NDVI change for PV power stations constructed after 2016. It implied that during
the initial period of construction, current vegetation was often damaged. Meanwhile, the
NDVI change for PV power stations constructed in 2020 reached a low point. The NDVI
change in the former period (2016–2022) is related to the gradual recovery of vegetation after
the completion of PV power stations, implying that vegetation can reach the average level
before construction in a 5-year cycle, and the NDVI change in the latter period (2020–2022)
is related to the construction cycle of PV power stations, which can also be consistent
with the perception that vegetation is occupied during the project advancement. On the
contrary, the NDVI changes for PV power stations constructed before 2016 were all positive.
It implies that when the PV power stations were built for more than 6 years, the NDVI
exceeded the pre-construction average, and the increase in NDVI has also been expanding
with the construction time.

We further chose two PV power stations to analyze their NDVI changes from 1990
to 2020 (Figure 11B,C). For both stations, the NDVI showed fluctuations before their
construction, a short-term decline about 2 years after construction, followed by a rapid rise
reaching the pre-construction level, and a continuous rise.
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5. Discussion
5.1. Comparison between the RF Model and the Deep Learning Model

We compare the accuracy of the RF model with the deep learning model in identifying
PV power stations. We used ArcGIS Pro 2.8 to conduct sample labeling through manual
visualization and generated samples with a size of 128*128 pixels. We then enlarged the
sample using two data augmentation methods, including mirrored transform approaches
(i.e., left and right; up and down) and rotated transform approaches (i.e., 0◦, 90◦, 180◦, and
270◦) [32]. We finally obtained 1592 valid samples. With 20% of these samples as validation
samples, we used the U-net model to train the model and conducted the prediction in
ArcGIS Pro 2.8. Epoch, learning rates, and mini-batch parameters were respectively set to
20, 0.01, and 2.

The loss curve of the deep learning model showed a decreasing trend. Especially when
the epoch is greater than 8, the loss curves of training samples and validation samples were
around 0.2 and 0.9, and the accuracy reached 98% (Figure 12A). Regarding the accuracy
of identification, precision, recall, and the F1 index, they nearly reach 1 (Figure 12B,C).
It indicates that the deep learning model achieved higher accuracy than the RF model.
However, we used the RF model to integrate spectral bands, spectral indices, and texture
features. It balanced the classification accuracy and time efficiency compared with the time-
consuming and labor-intensive sample labeling in the deep learning model. Therefore, the
RF model is suitable for classification based on massive medium-spatial-resolution images.
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5.2. Characterizing the Development of PV Power Stations

Based on the long-time series of medium-resolution satellite images, we used the
Random Forest model and LandTrendr algorithm to identify PV power stations and their
construction years. This method helps to quickly map PV power stations and their de-
velopment trajectory because of its high accuracy and stable algorithm. This method is
expected to be extended to other regions in western China where PV power stations are
built on a large scale. However, due to the high heterogeneity of the regional landscape
and the extremely vulnerable surface conditions in arid areas, there are certain errors in
the identification of PV sites. In the future, integrating high-spatial-resolution images and
advanced methods such as deep learning models may help improve the accuracy of PV
power station classification. Furthermore, there are also some errors in turning points
detected by the Landtrendr model, especially the detection of some turning points earlier
than 2008, which is not consistent with reality. Therefore, the model needs to be improved
or restricted through practical knowledge to improve the accuracy of time series turning
point detection.

Energy policies are the main factor driving the rapid development of PV power stations
in China [35]. Since 2004, PV production in China has experienced tremendous growth due
to the dramatic increase in demand for PV in European countries. To promote the domestic
deployment of PV, China launched a national solar subsidy program in 2009 [36,37]. In
addition, China has developed a series of policy incentives, including the Photovoltaic
Poverty Alleviation Program [38,39], which has led to a rapid increase in PV construction
in China. The fact that the construction of PV power stations grew rapidly after 2010 is
consistent with the trend of national policies.
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5.3. Ecological Effects of PV Power Station Construction

Our research found that the vegetation cover level was restored to the pre-construction
average level after 5–6 years of PV power station construction and continues to improve
over time. Such a positive impact on vegetation conditions may result from the efforts of PV
power station builders, operators, and the government in implementing the “photovoltaic
control” model. The model balances PV power generation and desert treatment to realize
both economic and ecological benefits. According to the model, PV power generation is
used as the power source. At the same time, drip irrigation facilities are installed. Plants,
including small shrubs and forage, are planted under the photovoltaic panels. Around the
periphery of the power station, grass-square sand barriers and sand fixation forestry form
a protective forest system. It solves not only the power supply problem of desertification
control but also the bottleneck constraint of difficult new energy transmission. According
to the estimation, constructing a 1 million KW photovoltaic sand control project in a desert
area would save about 440,000 tons of standard coal per year. The area of wind and sand
control reaches 40 million m2, which is equivalent to planting 640,000 trees [40]. In addition,
studies have proved that PV power station construction may reduce the evaporation of the
ground and therefore have a positive effect on vegetation recovery.

Therefore, on the one hand, constructing desert PV power stations helps to realize the
win-win of clean energy and promotes the transformation of the energy structure. On the
other hand, it plays a positive role in restoring vegetation, preventing wind, fixing sand,
and protecting the ecological environment. Western China is a vast area with sufficient light
intensity. Considering the advantages of PV construction in terms of ecological restoration
and economic outcome, the construction of more PV stations in the northwest can be
carried out with systematic consideration. Specifically, solar radiation, terrain conditions,
meteorological conditions, land resources, and transportation should be taken into account
to make reasonable spatial layout and management decisions for PV power stations. Under
the background of “carbon peaking and carbon neutrality”, it is of great significance for
the scientific development of new energy in China and plays an important role in the early
realization of the dual carbon goals.

Admittedly, this study selected only NDVI as the indicator characterizing the eco-
logical condition to assess the ecological effect of PV power stations. In future research,
it is necessary to carry out field observation at large-scale PV power stations in desert
areas to assess their effect on local microclimate and biodiversity. Furthermore, we believe
that future studies can incorporate vegetation recovery trends of PV power stations under
global climate change and anthropogenic activities, with a view to providing a basis for us
to carry out ecological and environmental early warning and management.

6. Conclusions

This study introduces a new comprehensive method for mapping PV power stations in
desert oasis regions of China. The method integrates texture features and spectral features
using a random forest algorithm in GEE. It can be applied to the analysis of large-scale
PV power stations. The method has a low computational cost and introduces time series
analysis based on medium-resolution images that are freely available. It contributes to
studies on the spatial and temporal dynamics of PV power development. The results
showed a total area of 109.53 km2 of PV power station construction from 1990–2022. The
fastest growth was found from 2010 to 2016, mainly distributed in the Mu Us Desert
and Tengger Desert in Ningxia. The rapid expansion of PV power stations in the past
few years was driven mainly by national renewable energy policies. The time series of
NDVI in PV power stations showed a short-term decline after their construction and
a subsequent continuous rise that even exceeded the pre-construction average level. It
may imply a positive long-term impact of PV power stations on vegetation conditions.
This finding is of great importance for renewable energy planning, management, and
sustainable development.
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